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Major Navy Systems
Create MRAs

- U2 (UADPS-SP II) creates MRAs for 9-cog item
  - Not for Wholesale Cogs, NAVICP-managed items
- Rsupply (Naval Air Stations/shipboard) creates MRAs
  - Further investigation underway to determine reasons for non-compliance
- Navy ERP creates MRAs for material received
Smaller Systems Not Creating MRAs

- NEXCOM
- Great Lakes (basic training)
- Ordnance schools
- Organic repair facilities
- SUPSHIPs
- Air Wings
- NAVFAC
- CAV sites—Not Required
What’s Next

- Continuing review and analysis of Navy MRA practices
- Final Report February 15, 2010
  - Total picture of Navy systems and MRAs
  - Recommendations for next steps toward compliance